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ISO Benessere,
High-tech and reliable solutions for 
wellness and emotions in SPA and 
beauty centers.

Multifunctional features and Italian design make our 
models unique and give not just a SPA bed for treatments, 
but also a CONCEPT and an EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE.

Massages, chromo, halo, aroma and music therapy are 
combined together to ensure emotions and wellbeing.  
ISO Benessere is a Brand of Iso Italia Group, an Italian        
company with 30 years of experience in wellness and 
beauty sector.

©2019

Professional spa beds
ACUA 
BALNEA
VIVALDI 
LYMPHA
SENSO 
SABBIA 
CRYSTALS
EQUILIBRIUM
LYS
ELYSIUM LINK 
ELYSIUM
LUMI
PHYSIS
NEBULA

Furnishing
CALIDO
LUMINA
VIT
AERIUS
CORNER LUX
SPOT

Chaise longue
ALIA
FLAG
NOTE
ARCUS

Salt Room
HIMALAYAN CUBE
SALIS
PARETE HIMALAYA

SPA pedicure and manicure 
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DAISY E IRIS

Photobiostimulation
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wellness comes 
from water

Technical features page 35

Multifunctional technologically 
advanced thermal centre with 
steam bath and scottish 
shower, chromo and music 
therapy.
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Balnea, thanks to its 4 removable arches, 
can easily and swiftly transform into a 
thermal bed with scented steam bath.

Technical features page 36

maximise profits of 
your cabin

55

With an innovative system of loudspeakers
it creates and transmits musical harmonic
vibrations all over the body, combined 
with aromatherapy, color therapy and heat.

Technical features page 36 

the pursuit of
pure energy
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Innovation is recovering the cultural 
origins of the wellbeing and adapt 
them to the contemporary needs of 
modern society.

designed by: Stefano Pediconi 

reinterpretation of 
the hammam marble table

77Technical features page 37

the evolution of
wellness

Multifunctional bed with water mattress 
that minimizes the wave effect during 
massage, combined with chromotherapy.
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like sand baths
on the beach

Quartz sand, warmed up from 32 °C to
40 °C, gives to those lying on, the 
pleasure of relaxation and benefits of 
sand baths.

99

a breath of 
Himalayan salt

Technical features page 37

The benefits of Halotherapy and full relaxation
during treatments lying on natural crystals of 
Himalayan salt, enhanced by color therapy.
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3 in 1, 
pure emotion

Technical features page 38

Equilibrium massage bed is supplied ‘basic’ 
with water mattress but, thanks to its optional, 
it offers 3 different spa bed in 1: water mattress, 
Himalayan Salt or Quartz Sand.

1111Technical features page 38

LYS, 3 in 1 different beds and all the allure
of a tub filled with light able to embrace in 
a deep and regenerating sensation of wellbeing.

versatility and
charme
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Elysium link is a comfortable and complete 
treatment bed that includes a box, a storable 
stool and a space to place the beauty equipment.

the solution for a complete 
treatment room

1313Technical features page 39

maximum comfort 
hanging in the light

With a stylish and modern design, Elysium gives 
a high level comfort and the sensation of floating 
on colours of the light all surrounded by an 
emotional atmosphere that involves all the room.
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comfort, color 
and light

Adjustable backrest and leg zone, wide 
and comfortable mattress with a 
backlighted plexiglass base for an 
incomparable atmosphere.

Technical features page 40 15

The new bed can stand out for its essential and 
elegant design, a high level of comfort and the 
suspension effect on colored light for an exciting 
atmosphere throughout the cabin.

The massage surface 
dipped into colorPHYSIS
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It satisfy all the needs – warm and refreshing 
devices - and creates, at the same time, an 
unique atmosphere all over the room thanks 
to chromotherapy.

the multifunctional 
spa trolley

16

Cromo lightning
thermal bed

Caratteristiche tecniche a pagina 45

Nebula is the perfect bed for water treatments: 
its wearable shower allows you to combine the 
skills of the operator with the pleasure and 
benefits of water massage.

NEBULA
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Lumina is an equipped wall with 
Plexiglas back-lighted shelves that 
colors and personalizes the centre.

enrich the treatment 
room with light

1719Technical features page 41

Vit is the luminous flat surface born 
to give a touch of design and glamour 
to the relaxing areas.

an unique atmosphere 
thanks to chromotherapy
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The luminous element designed to enhance 
the ceiling, privileged point of view of the 
guest who is lying on the treatment bed.

Caratteristiche tecniche a pagina 41

AERIUS bliss of senses and 
a deep wellbeing

Technical features page 42 21

CORNER LUX decorate with 
light

Its simple way to anchoring to the walls and 
its modular structure allows to make even very 
large panels of light able to create an 
embracing atmosphere.
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Its simple way to anchoring to the walls 
and its modular structure allows to make 
even very large panels of light able to 
create an embracing atmosphere.

SPOT decorate with 
light

20
23Technical features page 42

Alia is the relaxing bed for a complete mental 
and physical relaxation. The heating system 
and the chromotherapy can combine with 
quarz, salt or water matress.

for a full 
relax
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With Flag everyone can enjoy a state of 
complete relaxation in colors and light. 
With heat, massage and music.

chaise longue with 
sinuous lines

25Technical features page 43

In addition to heat, music and light, Note offers 
also harmonic vibrations of music over the 
entire body for a unique emotional experience.

vibro emotional 
chaise longue 
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The chaise longue Arcus, with its colors and 
heat offers an unique wellness sensations 
lying on the air- mattress, even during the 
relaxation process.

relax as 
treatment

27 Technical features page 44

Create a regenerating and emotional salt 
room with the extreme simplicity of this 
piece of furniture.

wellness in 
furniture
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Modular components for a customized 
space, covered by Himalayan salt bricks.

the Himalayan 
salt room

26 29Technical features page 44

Wall made of natural Himalayan salt 
bricks combined with color therapy.

HIMALAYA rejuvenating 
atmosphere
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Pedicure chair with itegrated massage 
system, adjustable footstool, hydromassage 
and extractable hand shower.

LAELIA ergonomic and 
elegant

28 31Technical features page 45

Nail table and display with compact and well. 
Rounded design for a great emotional impact,
elegant and carefully detailed manicure area.

DAISY and IRIS matching and 
unforgattable station 
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The totally natural rejuvenation method which 
reactivates skin collagen production thanks to 
the light.

Technical features page 46

the photobiostimulation 
bed

33Technical features page 46

The photobiosimulation in the vertical 
unit Bella, uses light to activate the 
collagen synthesis for an antiaging 
skin on the body.

a younger, smoother 
and softer skin
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Photobiostimulation armchair 
equipped with a comfortable seat 
that gives a pleasant rejuvenating 
light experience.

the photorejuvenation 
for face

30 35Technical features page 40

Scic is the collagen ceiling module 
to place over the massage beds 
or on the wall.

forever young with 
photobiostimulation
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ACUA VIVALDIBALNEA

Length: 227,8 (89.7 in) - Height (with shower arm): 
from 161 cm (63.5 in) to 176 cm (69.4 in)
Width: 93 cm (36.5 in) - Weight* 
from 250 kg (550 lbs) to 300 kg (661 lbs)

Length: 205 cm (79.1 in) - Height: from 69 cm to 84 cm 
Width: 80 cm (31.5 in) - Weight: 150 kg (330 lbs)

Length: 219 cm (86 in) - Height (with arches) 
from 119 cm (46.7in) to 134 cm (52.6in)
Width: 93 cm (36.5 in) - Weight*
 from 250 kg (550 lbs) to 300 kg (661 lbs)

A thermal spa centre for your customers.
ACUA steam bed is a multifunctional tool that offers operators 
a variety of possibilities in terms of use (steam bath, Scottish 
shower, massage, chromotherapy and music therapy) thus 
maximizing the earning power of the cabin.
The steam produced by ACUA can be enriched and aromatized 
with essential oils. The small canopy guarantees rapid satura-
tion without ever coming into contact with the user’s skin and 
it is lit with the colour chosen in the chromotherapy program 
selected.
The ACUA Chaise Longue is divided into four parts so that the 
customer is always stable and never slips down. Furthermore, 
the back rest can be adjusted electrically. Sturdy and resistant, 
the marine wood structure can be covered with one of the 
mats in anti-allergy material supplied.
The Scottish shower in the foldaway bracket produces an 
immediate change in temperature. There is no dripping at 
the end of the treatment. Specific protocols of use consent to 
alternate jets of thermo-regulated hot water and cold water 
at room temperature. The Scottish shower can even be used 
during the steam cycle.
Chromotherapy with colour cycles that can be customized and 
programmed to be coordinated with other functions, such as 
steam cycles or music therapy. The RGB lights are everywhere; 
on the base of the bed, on the nozzle support and under the 
user support surface.
The controls consent to set and monitor all the different 
functions. As well as already preset protocols, it also, it is also 
possible to create new, customized ones. The technology used 
in ACUA is extremely advanced.
ACUA offers an ENDLESS number of treatments; steam baths, 
mud treatments, stone therapy, algae wraps, clay treatments, 
gommage exfoliation, savonage treatment, Scottish shower, 
massages combined with chromotherapy and music therapy 
and many, many more treatments.

Multifunctional
Thanks to its multiple functions, BALNEA represents for all the 
SPAs, wellness and beauty centres, a multifunctional tool able 
to offer manifold possibilities of use (steam bath, massage, 
chromotherapy combined with music therapy) to maximize the 
earning power of the environment where BALNEA is placed. 
The scented steam bath of BALNEA, assists the operator in the 
application of oils, sludge, algae and cosmetics optimizing the 
contact with the skin and their penetration. Through the use of 
4 removable simple arches, BALNEA becomes in few seconds, 
a thermal bed or a bed for massages. If used for massages, 
BALNEA can be equipped with a water-repellent mattress, or 
with a water mattress.
The client’s worktop, made of marine wood is electrically 
adjustable to easily change from a horizontal position to a 
lounger form. Each treatment can be customized with color 
and music cycles.
BALNEA features an optional electrical lifting system that 
allows the operator to work at the most comfortable height 
and permits clients to get on and off the bed easily.
An important LED lighting system creates a pleasant play of 
lights from the top of the bed to the bottom and under the 
bed where an elegant tray shelf made of plexiglas serves as a 
storage shelf.
A thermo regulated tap mixer and a hand shower with recessed 
water tap, let the operator easily clean the worktops as well as 
rinsing the client’s body at the end of the session. The collection 
tank is made of steel, easy to maintain and aseptic.
Music and colors of BALNEA can be connected to the other 
products and accessories of ISO Benessere line to create a 
unique environment.

VIVALDI, rather than a massage bed, is a powerful technology 
that combines wellbeing harmonic vibrations of music, aroma 
therapy, chromo therapy and heat. All the essential forms of 
energy stimulation, for the welfare of the person, enclosed in a 
single appliance. VIVALDI, with an innovative acoustic speaker 
system, is able to create a sound emission over the entire body 
of the user, dividing and alternating tones and frequencies 
on specific areas, for an emotional experience without equal. 
The musical vibration, besides a large and intense sensory 
experience, supports circulation by making it more efficient, 
helping the drainage of liquids and toxins. VIVALDI creates the 
best conditions for reducing skin blemishes, favoring a greater 
absorption of products used during massage. Vivaldi is able to 
stimulate natural and sensory energies and can be used with 
holistic applications, crystals, muds, oils and specialty sands. 
A comfortable and cozy position, makes it extremely pleasant 
sitting, wrapped in a warm wave that relaxes the muscles and 
prepares to massage. The music envelops the mind and its 
vibrations pervade the body with harmonious and rebalancing 
waves. A face opening allows to benefit from aromatic scents 
harmonies and deeper emotions. A Chromotherapy restores 
beneficial energy to the body, both through the eyes and 
through the skin.
In full relaxation, a session treatment on Vivaldi created a 
complete physical and mental balance, a strengthening of the 
physiological functions at all levels, with a deep interaction with 
our Subtle Energies. The lifting system, allows to adjust the 
height of the entire positioning device, making it comfortable 
to use by the customer and at the same time suitable to the 
needs of each operator. The mattress made of faux leather, 
with internal heating system, makes VIVALDI elegant, practical 
for the cleaning and particularly resistant. The temperature 
control system, bring a maximum body relaxation. All VIVALDI’s 
functions are handled by simple and intuitive commands to 
make practical and functional treatments.
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SABBIASENSOLYMPHA

Length: 211 cm (83.2 in) - Height: from 68.5 cm (27 in) 
to 83 cm (32.6 in) Width: 92 cm (36.1 in)
Weight*: from 160 kg (352 lbs) to 190 kg (418 lbs)
With sand: 250 kg (550 lbs)

Length: 211 cm (83.2 in) - Height: from 68.5 cm (27 in) 
to 83 cm (32.6 in) Width: 92 cm (36.2 in)
Weight*: from 160 kg (352 lbs) to 223 kg (242 lbs).
With water: 150 kg (491 lbs)

Height: 82 cm (32.3 in) - Length: 226 cm (89 in) 
Width: 100 cm (39.4 in) - Weight: 230 kg (506 lbs)

*depending on optional – Overall dimension sheets, further images and features available on www.isobenessere.com

Innovation is to rediscover the cultural origins of the wellbeing 
and adapt them to the contemporary needs of modern 
society: on these premises, ISO Benessere presents LYMPHA, 
the reinterpretation of göbektaşı, the marble spa-table for 
traditional Hammam style used during the performance of 
humid treatments (scrub, savonage, sludge, etc.). Thanks to 
our technologies, the traditional marble support has become 
a heated luminous surface where the customer lay on, gently 
touched by the water.
The concept is related to the Hammam culture, that is not just 
the Turkish bath very popular in wellness centers, but a path 
and a ritual of various treatments, alternation of hot and cold 
temperatures, preparation of the body and mind for emotional 
and physical experiences.
In addition to its functionality, LYMPHA is a product that en-
hances the characteristics of the light and color as an integral 
part of the treatment, involving more and more every single 
sense of the patient to experience a deep state of wellness.
A water wave complete the massage, caressing the customer’s 
body.

The multifunctional massage bed with water mattress
The water-massage bed can be used by operators in many 
different ways such as massage, relaxation, and photorejuve-
nation. SENSO is able to maximize the earning power of the 
cabin thanks to the envelope of the customer in the beneficial 
embrace of warm water that encourages physical and mental 
relaxation.
In total comfort, cradled by water. The mattress in anti-allergy 
plastic material, contains communicating compartments 
designed to reduce as far as possible the wave effect, leaving 
only the sensation of being gently cradled by the water. Water 
temperature, color cycles, music and the optional are electron-
ically controlled at preset or customized values through an 
easy to use LCD display.
In harmony with colors. The powered lighting colour therapy 
is evenly distributed throughout the mattress using water as a 
light diffuser. Lighting creates light points from under the bed 
to the floor.
Water massage, a delightful extra. Available on request, 
specially directed jets of water, heat welded to the inside of 
the mattress offer a delightful massage during treatments.
Collagen function. SENSO is also fitted with an additional elec-
tronic control that regulates the 160W collagen neon lamps, 
which can be activated on demand. Massage bed SENSO can be 
used in conjunction with SCIC, the collagen photobiostimulation 
panel, to boost its photo- rejuvenating function.
SENSO can be equipped with an optional electrical lifting 
system that allows the operator to work at the most comfort-
able height and permits clients to get on and off the bed with 
ease.

Since ancient times, sand baths have been recognized as having 
excellent pain-killing and anti-inflammatory effects. Thanks to 
SABBIA bed, it is possible to combine the properties of warm 
sand with massages that, by relaxing muscles, help us practice 
myofascial release and manual stretching, both designed to 
harmonize posture.
According to its chemical-physical composition, the warm 
quartz sand heated between 32°C and 40°C - has a purifying, 
disinfectant and alkalinizing action and relaxes muscles, bones 
and joints. Under the steel tub that contains the sand, there is 
a perfect safety and efficient coating system. The temperature 
reached by the heating membrane creates a dry environment 
that prevents the formation of moulds and bacteria, maintain-
ing constant sanitation.
A massage on the sand
SABBIA offers three great advantages for final users:
• the small grains of quartz sand perform a constant micro-mas-
sage
• the sand adapts to the shape of the body providing a perfect
resting surface, with the best distribution of body weight
• the temperature of the sand relaxes muscle and nervous
tension, preparing the body in the best way possible to any
kind of massage treatment.
When table is used for frequently massages, the SABBIA bed
could be fitted with a height-adjustment system. A LED lighting
system under the bed makes it possible to combine the effects
of chromotherapy with relaxing massage treatments. SABBIA
can be used with the LUXo unit; ceiling mounted it can be used
if the customer wishes. As well as relaxation, you can offer a
natural, safe ISO Italia Group tan.
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CRYSTALS LYSEQUILIBRIUM

 

Length: 212 cm (83.5 in) - Height: from 68.5 cm (27 in) 
to 81cm (31.8 in) Width: 92 cm (36.2 in)
Weight*: from 160 kg (352 lbs) to 190 kg (418 lbs)
With salt: 130 kg (286 lbs)

Length: 200cm - Height: 78 - Width: 84 cm 
Weight: 112 kg
+150 kg (330 lbs) water
+ 210 kg (462 lbs) sand
+110 kg (242 lbs) salt

Height: 77 cm (30.3 in) - Length: 199 cm (78.3 in) - 
Width: 83 cm (32.6 in) Weight: 100 kg (220 lbs)
+150 kg (330 lbs) water
+ 210 kg (462 lbs) sand
+110 kg (242 lbs) salt

Massage, relaxation, slimming
CRYSTALS is a salt bed that offers the operator various possibili-
ties in terms of use (massage, relaxation, slimming).
CRYSTALS is the first wellness bed created so that the customers 
lie down on Himalayan salt crystals. Totally unique, it offers a 
fantastic sensation of relaxation and guarantees all the benefits 
of halotherapy. Himalayan salt, which is totally natural, free 
from additives and pollutants, is rich in natural substances, has 
extremely high bioenergetic values and contains all the minerals 
and trace elements the human body needs.
CRYSTALS reproduces the sea environment conditions: in fact, 
it contains 150 kg of salt that can be heated to a temperature 
of between 32°C and 40°C, depending on the method and 
program to be used.
Under the steel tub that contains the salt, there is a perfect 
safety and efficient coating system.
Chromotherapy and Haloterapy
The tub is surrounded by 30 bricks of salt that rest on a system 
of high- intensity LED lighting system so that chromotherapy 
can be used in conjunction with halotherapy. The boosted 
chromotherapy lighting, uniformly distributed around the 
entire perimeter of the bed, completely envelopes the user. A 
lighting completes the harmony of the environment where the 
bed is located in, creating points of light from under CRYSTALS 
to the floor.
The bricks of crystalline salt neutralize the electromagnetic 
frequencies present in the environment and the air acquires a 
positive charge with beneficial effects against nervous tension, 
insomnia, concentration difficulties and free radicals.
CRYSTALS can be fitted with a height adjustment system. 
Easy to position inside any beauty cabin, it can be used in 
conjunction with the LUXo tanning unit; fixed to the ceiling it 
can be used whenever the final user also wants a natural, safe 
ISO Italia Group tan.

The water massage bed Equilibrium is an exceptional tool of work, that 
allows unique massage techniques, but most of all, it offers to its users 
an unforgettable emotional experience and the sensation like you’re 
“floating” on the color. Equilibrium is provided with a water mattress and 
it can be transformed into three diverse spa beds; a simple connection 
system, allows the replacement of the water mattress by the Himalayan 
salt or by Sand, completely transforming it, its functionality and the work 
protocols that can be offered to the customer. Equilibrium is equipped 
with a hypoallergenic mattress, with communicating compartments, to 
avoid annoying “wave” effects.
Equilibrium with Himalayan salt, is able to rebalance the body.
Equilibrium with Sand has the property to bring the body to a complete 
relaxation, acts as a cleanser, disinfectant and alkalizing element, relaxes 
the muscles, the bones and the joints. Equilibrium allows the operator to 
reach all the parts of the client’s body, its patent heating system is fast 
and safe and allows to regulate the bed temperature with great ease. 
Its design makes it unique, fascinating and at the same time enormously 
stable, for a perfect functionality. Equilibrium is equipped with a remote 
control, by means of which the environment can be illuminated by the 
customer’s desired color, or the one more proper for the treatment. 
Both the maintenance and the cleaning are easy to be made. Equilibrium 
represents an innovative, leading edge technology that revolutionizes 
the way to make Wellness and it projects the “simple” massage toward 
an unforgettable multi-sensory experience. The color of the light emitted 
by Equilibrium can be wireless coordinated with other equipment of ISO 
Benessere line so that, each equipment will simultaneously diffuse the 
same light color.

EQUILIBRIUM is available in two color combinations: natural wood 
colour and white or natural wood colour and Wengé.

Lys is the new massage bed by ISO Benessere able to combine a 
simple and clean line with the versatility of 3 beds in 1.
Lys is supplied with a water mattress but thanks to an easy connec-
tion system, it allows to replace the Water Mattress with the 
Himalayan Pink Salt or the Quartz Sand, completely transforming 
its functionality and the proposed treatments. Its Water Mattress 
is hypoallergenic and studied in compartments joined together to 
avoid the annoying “wave” effects. Each small movement of the 
customer on the water creates a series of “micro waves” that offer 
a continuous massage on the body, promoting the venous return 
and lymphatic circulation. Lys with Pink Himalayan salt is suitable to 
rebalance the body and thanks to the heat released, it amplifies the 
micro massage practiced by the granulometry of salt and its many 
benefits. Lys with Quartz Sand relaxes the body creating a feeling of 
wellbeing that involves the various treatments. The hot quartz sand 
- from 32 ° to 40 ° - contained inside, thanks to its chemical-physical 
composition, has an action not only of cleaning, disinfecting and 
alkalizing, but also of relaxing muscles, bones and joints. Lys is 
equipped with a patented, fast, safe and easily adjustable heating 
system. Its squared lines, net and minimal make it unique and, at 
the same time, enormously stable. Its wooden frame is character-
ized by a plexiglass slab which surrounds the massage bed and, 
through a remote control, lights up the surroundings for a charming 
and pleasant atmosphere inside the cabin. Both maintenance and 
cleaning are very easy. Lys is the minimal frontier of Wellness, able 
to capture all lovers of sober and smart lines and to give a positive 
feeling of immersion in colors. If there are other equipment by ISO 
Benessere set in the environment, the color of the lights coming 
from Lys can be coordinated wirelessly.
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ELYSIUM LUMIELYSIUM LINK

 

.

Lenght: 200 cm - Height: 93,5 cm 
Width: 80 cm - Weight: 200 kg

Lenght: 200 cm - Height: da 78 cm
Width: 80 cm - Weight: 80 kg

Lenght: 200 cm - Height: 93,5 cm 
Width: 80 cm - Weight: 250 kg

*depending on optional – Overall dimension sheets, further images and features available on www.isobenessere.com

The solution by ISO Benessere for a complete treatment 
room.
ELYSIUM LINK is equipped with useful accessories which can 
be placed inside the structure, offering functionality and 
order to the space around. The ‘storage’ treatment table, 
has a portable open-drawer and an adjustable stool, with a 
comfortable upholstered seat. The central part is a closed 
space, which can contain any useful devices, lotions, oils... 
for treatments.
Huge comfort and workability
The generous dimensions of the soft mattress, which is 10 
cm. in thickness, the face-hole and the adjustment system
with 3 motors – upwards and downward table movement
and positions of the seat – grant the high comfort of ELYSIUM
LINK. Two motors are provided with the basic version and
one is on demand. The remote control sets the back side, the
height, and the legs side of the mattress and the positions
can be saved for re- use. The heating system for the mattress
(on demand) grants a pleasant relaxing session. Cleaning and
maintenance are very easy and fast thanks to its structure
and design.
Structure made of light
The LED RGB lights effect through the glazed Plexiglas strips
which surround the frame, gives the idea to lay while floating
on colors. The innovative chromo therapy system creates
an atmosphere which involve all senses. The cabin can be
enriched with the accessory CORNER LUX, a Plexiglass column
combined with the ones in ELYSIUM table which can be fitted
on the wall or on the ceiling. The cabin can be enriched with
the accessory CORNER LUX, a Plexiglass column combined
with the ones in ELYSIUM table which can be fitted on the
wall or on the ceiling.

Maximum comfort hanging in the light
ELYSIUM is the new bed by ISO Benessere for SPA and 
massage treatments. The stylish and modern design, the high 
comfort and the colored LED lights effect, create an emotional 
atmosphere in the whole room.
The comfort of ELYSIUM is granted by the generous dimen-
sions of the soft mattress, which is 10 cm. in thickness; very 
practical the adjustment system with 3 motors – upwards and 
downward table movement and positions of the seat - two 
motors provided with the basic version and one on demand. 
The remote control sets the back side, the height, and the legs 
side of the mattress and the positions can be saved for re-use. 
The heating system for the mattress (on demand) grants a 
pleasant relaxing session. Cleaning and maintenance are very 
easy thanks to its structure and design. The soft shapes round-
ed facehole makes the prone position even more comfortable, 
patient can fully relax neck and shoulder muscles.
An unique emotional atmosphere
The LED RGB lights effect through the glazed Plexiglas strips 
which surround the frame, gives the idea to lay while floating 
on colors. The innovative chromo therapy system creates 
an atmosphere which involve all senses. The cabin can be 
enriched with the accessory CORNER LUX, a Plexiglass column 
combined with the ones in ELYSIUM table which can be fitted 
on the wall or on the ceiling.

Lumi is the ideal bed by ISO Benessere for SPA treatments 
and massages that stand out for its essential and elegant 
design, a high level of comfort and the suspension effect on 
colored light that creates an exciting atmosphere throughout 
the cabin. The high comfort of Lumi is guaranteed by the 
large sizes and the softness of the multi-layer mattress of 
10 cm, as well as by the regulation of the positions of the 
bed. The backrest, the height and the lifting of the legs are 
totally adjustable manually. The heating system of the entire 
mattress ensures a further pleasant feeling of relaxation. 
The structure and composition of Lumi make maintenance 
and cleaning operations quick and easy. The face hole 
increases the comfort of the client in a prone position that 
will completely relax the muscles of his shoulders and neck. 
The RGB LED backlit plexiglass lets Lumi be unique and 
gives the sensation of being suspended in the light. Lumi ‘s 
advanced chromotherapy system is able to fill the cabin with 
an atmosphere of great emotions.
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SCICCALIDO PHYSIS

Height: 85 cm (33.5 in) - Length: 60 cm (23.6 in) 
Width: 73 cm (28.7 in) - Weight: 55 kg (121 lbs)

The multifunctional spa trolley CALIDO, thought for spa and 
wellness centers, meets all the functional requirements of 
the operator, creating a unique atmosphere inside the cabin, 
thanks to additional commands for chromo therapy.
CALIDO has a refrigerated drawer, to keep fresh the massage 
towels or beauty products. It is also provided with a compart-
ment to heat the towels and one to heat creams, wax, stone, 
or similar things. CALIDO has a large supporting surface, thanks 
to a retractable shelf, that makes CALIDO “space saving” and at 
the same time very versatile.
Based on four wheels, for a perfect balance and easy handling.
With a remote control, CALIDO can light the room with the 
customer’s desired color, or with the one more appropriate to 
the treatment.
Chromo Wireless
If in the same room, there are other ISO Benessere equipment, 
the color emitted by CALIDO is coordinated via wireless, so each 
equipment will simultaneously diffuse the same light color.

CALIDO is available in two color combinations: natural wood 
colour and white or natural wood colour and wengé.

The highly versatile photobiostimulation unit
The SCIC collagen unit is a highly versatile appliance in the field 
of photobiostimulation: thanks to its compact size, it can be 
positioned either vertically - on a pedestal or wall - or horizon-
tally - on the ceiling - adjustable in height by a remote control, 
its perfect integration with other services in the same cabin 
makes it an indispensable element for any modern beauty 
centre, spa or home fitness area.
Other important advantages:
• it does not occupy a whole cabin
• it can be placed anywhere
• it does not produce heat
• its effects have been scientifically proven • it requires limited
investment
• it is a totally innovative appliance
• it can be used with other treatments
It is also provided with an aroma diffuser.

Height: 85 cm (33.5 in) - Length: 200 cm (78.7 in) 
Width: 80 cm (31.5 in) - Weight: 280 kg (616 lbs)

The high comfort of PHYSYS is guaranteed by the large dimen-
sions and the softness of the 10 cm multilayer mattress, as well 
as the adjustment of the bed positions. The height is totally 
regolable thanks to two motors and a pedal board, to help the 
treatment operations as well as the ascent / descent of the 
customer.

The back and legs are manually adjustable. The mattress heat-
ing system ensures a pleasant sensation of relaxation. PHYSYS 
structure and composition make maintenance and cleaning 
quick and easy. The face hole increases the customers’ comfort 
in a prone position, who can completely relax the muscles of 
their shoulders and neck.

The wooden base lit through RGB LEDs makes PHYSYS unique 
and gives the feeling of being suspended on the light. PHYSYS 
'advanced chromotherapy system is able to fill the cabin with 
great charm and emotion. Eventually, a convenient storage 
compartment with an electrical outlet inside, will allow the 
connection to other equipment.

Depth: 21.5 cm (8.46 in) - Height: 207 cm (80.71 in)
Width (wall and ceiling unit): 55 cm (21.65 in)
Width (pedestal unit): 60 cm (23.6 in)
Weight (depending on the version): from 70 (154.32 lbs) to 75 
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LUMINA VIT

Height: 220 cm - Lenght: 184 cm 
Width: 44 cm - Weight: 130 kg

Height: 44 cm - Lenght: 45 cm 
Width: 45 cm - Weight: 13 kg

The ISO Benessere “equipped wall”, which customizes the spa. 
Each customer is looking for emotion and well-being, for this 
reason Iso Italia Group has decided to create an equipped wall, 
that could continuously transform every room by dressing it 
with light and color.
LUMINA is an equipped wall with a chromo therapy system, 
managed by a single remote control. Lighted on, LUMINA 
dresses the room with the chosen color by the customer, or with 
the color chosen according to the treatment to be made. The 
room in which LUMINA is positioned, can have a new color every 
day, and a different color for each client. The acrylic shelves are 
transformed into colored planes of light, highlighting everything 
leaning on it.
LUMINA is easy to install, clean and maintain. Basically it is 
provided with 5 shelves and 4 drawers. If in the same room, 
there are other ISO Benessere equipment, the color emitted 
by LUMINA is coordinated via wireless, so each equipment will 
simultaneously diffuse the same light color. It can be used in 
conjunction with SENSO, SABBIA, EQUILIBRIUM, SPOT, SENSO, 
CALIDO and any other ISO Benessere equipment.
Lumina can also be sold with sink, mixer tap and pluming connec-
tions chromatic coordinated.

LUMINA is available in two color combinations: natural wood 
colour and white or natural wood colour and wengé.

VIT is the support table by ISO Benessere, conceived for relax-
ation areas in Spa and wellness centers, created to offer a touch 
of design and, at the same time, a unique atmosphere thanks 
to chromotherapy. Vit has a large back- lit opaline plexiglass top 
and an anti-rust treated (cataphoresised) powder- coated steel 
structure, resistant to water and moisture. These treatments 
make Vit an ideal piece of furniture to be placed even inside 
Salis.
Its structure and its plexiglass top are perfectly coordinated 
with Flag and Note chaises longues for an equipped relaxation 
area, in line with the ISO Benessere design. Thanks to a simple 
remote control, Vit can light up a room with the desired colors.
The color of the light emitted by VIT can be coordinated with 
other equipment by ISO Benessere set in the same room, even 
wirelessly.

AERIUS

Height: 85 cm (33.5 in) - Length: 60 cm (23.6 in) 
Width: 73 cm (28.7 in) - Weight: 55 kg (121 lbs)

A completamento della linea di arredi emozionali prodotta 
nel 2014, Iso Benessere lancia AERIUS, un elemento luminoso a 
soffitto che richiama il lettino Equilibrium, il carrellino Calido 
e la parete attrezzata Lumina, concepito per valorizzare il 
soffitto, punto di vista privilegiato dell’ospite,steso sul lettino 
per i trattamenti.

Un elemento semplice che, attraverso le forme fluide e, 
soprattutto, con l’illuminazione coordinata con gli altri arredi, 
permette di catapultare l’ospite in un mondo parallelo di 
estasi sensoriale e di benessere profondo.

AERIUS è fornita in due abbinamenti di colore legno natu-
rale e legno bianco oppure legno naturale e legno Wengè.
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SPOTCORNER LUX ALIA

Lenght: 96 cm - Height: 51 cm 
Weight: 10 kg

Length: 198,5 cm - Height: 51.5 cm - Width: 83,5 cm 
Weight: 135 kg
+150 kg (330 lbs) water
+ 210 kg (462 lbs) sand
+110 kg (242 lbs) salt*depending on optional – Overall dimension sheets, further images and features

available on www.isobenessere.

The light panel for Chromotherapy
Designed for beauty centres massage and relaxation centres, 
the SPOT light panel with RGB LED technology, is the most 
functional chromotherapy lighting unit. Its limited weight, 
ease of anchoring to the walls and its modular structure 
makes it to create even very large panels of light. The various 
different chromotherapy programs available are controlled 
by a user-friendly remote control.
SPOT has also been designed by ISO Italia Group to be used 
in conjunction with massage beds such as SENSO, SABBIA, 
CRYSTALS, ACUA and FLAG. Synchronizing it with the chromo-
therapy lighting of the beds, thanks to a simple switching 
system, makes it possible to increase the effectiveness of 
sessions, saturating the entire beauty cabin with the colour 
selected. SPOT is also perfect as interior decoration. It can be 
customized with graphics and compositions.
Thanks to very low energy consumption, SPOT can be left 
on even during pauses, as an extremely attractive furnishing 
feature.

The relaxing bed by ISO Benessere offers a complete mental 
and physical relaxation.
As the Relax Area is a dynamic and inclusive part of the 
wellness path, ALIA is the perfect instrument for a mid or 
final step during a treatment course that counters the effects 
of stress and anxiety, relieving physical and mental stress. 
ALIA offers an unique relaxing and emotional experience, 
fully surrounded by colors and warm.
ALIA is available in three different versions: with water 
mattress, with Himalayan Salt or with Quartz sand. ALIA with 
hypoallergenic water matress: each small movement of the 
client generates a series of micro- waves as a continuos mas-
sage on the body, stimulating linfatic and blood circulation. 
ALIA with Himalayan salt is a rebalancing treatment for 
wellbeing. Heat and micro-massage of the salt, improves the 
benefits of this natural mineral element. ALIA with Quarz 
sand has a relaxing power. Thanks to the chemical-physical 
composition, the warm Quarz - from 32° to 40°C – has an dis-
infectant and alkalizing action and releases muscles, bones 
and joints.
ALIA is equipped with an advanced RGB lighting system with 
remote control, so that colors and lights are all around the 
bed and enlighten the room. A secure and fast built-in heating 
system allows to set the desired temperature according to the 
optional (water mattress, salt or sand). Color synchronization 
system is available with spa-beds, furniture and salt walls of 
ISO Benessere line.
ALIA is designed for different environments such as wellness 
centers, beauty salons, hotels, spa, relax areas and swimming 
pools.

The high comfort of PHYSYS is guaranteed by the large 
dimensions and the softness of the 10 cm multilayer mattress, 
as well as the adjustment of the bed positions. The height is 
totally regolable thanks to two motors and a pedal board, to 
help the treatment operations as well as the ascent / descent 
of the customer.
The back and legs are manually adjustable. The mattress 
heating system ensures a pleasant sensation of relaxation. 
PHYSYS structure and composition make maintenance and 
cleaning quick and easy. The face hole increases the custom-
ers’ comfort in a prone position, who can completely relax 
the muscles of their shoulders and neck.
The wooden base lit through RGB LEDs makes PHYSYS unique 
and gives the feeling of being suspended on the light. PHYSYS 
'advanced chromotherapy system is able to fill the cabin with 
great charm and emotion. Eventually, a convenient storage 
compartment with an electrical outlet inside, will allow the 
connection to other equipment.
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FLAG ARCUSNOTE

Length: 160 cm (63 in) - Height: 90 cm (35.4 in) 
Width: 60 cm (23.6 in) - Weight: 45 kg (99 lbs)

Lenght: 135 cm - Height: 110 cm 
Width: 80 cm - Weight: 60 kg

Length: 160 cm (63 in) - Height: 90 cm (35.4 in) 
Width: 60 cm (23.6 in) - Weight: 45 kg (99 lbs)

ISO Benessere chaise longue
Its sinuous lines were developed specifically for rest and to 
follow the body in a state of relaxation, immersed in colour. 
FLAG has a steel structure treated with a cataphoresis process 
and painted with a rustproof powder finish, resistant to water 
and damp, with plexiglas inserts to transmit the desired colour 
into the Surroundings.
Its anatomic seating support is upholstered and in ecological 
leather, no allergic and stain-proof. FLAG follows a perfect 
curve, comfortable and relaxing, designed for wellness areas, 
beauty salons, wet areas at health spas and swimming pools. 
Its compact dimensions, with a length of just 160 cm and a 
width of 60 cm, allow it to be easily positioned in any space. 
FLAG incorporates an innovative RGB lighting system capable 
of creating an atmosphere of colors that can be customized in 
intensity and for cycle changes, so as to offer an avant-garde 
chromotherapy instrument that can be easily connected and 
coordinated with the other chromotherapy systems used in 
the space.
An optional massage device inserted inside the seat can 
further enhance the relaxation and emotions of this fabulous 
chaise longue. All these characteristics make FLAG unique 
and ideal for all situations and places where wellness and 
relaxation are fundamental.

The vibro musical chaise longue
NOTE is the new vibro musical chaise longue that combines 
welfare harmonic vibrations of music, Chromotherapy and 
heat.
NOTE, with an innovative acoustic speaker system, is able 
to create a sound emission over the entire body of the user, 
dividing and alternating tones and frequencies on specific 
areas for an emotional experience like no other.
A comfortable position, makes it extremely pleasant sitting, 
wrapped in a heat wave that relaxes the muscles. The music 
envelops the mind and its vibrations pervade the body of 
harmonious and rebalancing waves. A skillful chromotherapy 
restores beneficial energy to the body.
Sitting on NOTE creates a complete physical and mental 
balance, total relaxation, a strengthening of the physiological 
functions at all levels, with a deep interaction with our Subtle 
Energies.

The chaise longue with air mattress by ISO Benessere is an 
element of great impact: the customer is cradled in the air 
and colors.
With its fascinating and sinuous lines, ARCUS offers unique 
wellness emotions.
The hypoallergenic air mattress with connected compart-
ments, is designed to avoid the collapse of the seat and offers 
a total comfort and extremely light sensation to the user.
ARCUS is equipped with RGB lighting system, colors and lights 
effects create a pleasant atmosphere. Innovative chromother-
apy system can be easily connected and synchronized with 
other ISO Benessere equipment. The heating system of 
ARCUS, optional, is fast and safe and can heat the entire seat 
by setting easily the desired temperature. The combination of 
color and design, makes ARCUS a unique chaise longue with 
the enormous relaxing power suitable for all centers such as 
wellness centers, beauty salons, hotels, spa, waiting room and 
swimming pools.
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PARETE HIMALAYASALISHIMALAYAN CUBE

Height: 219 cm (86.2 in) - Depth: 12,6 cm (4.9) in 
Width: 101,5 cm (39.9 in) - Weight: 270 kg (594 lbs)

Height (excluded tube of steam emission): 79,5 cm
Length: 80 cm Depth: 60 cm - Weight: 200 Kg

Design your spa room with the new HIMALAYAN CUBE
ISO Benessere presents the new HIMALAYAN CUBE, an innovative 
product for wellness and beauty centers, which wish to have an 
emotional and invigorating salt room in a new or already existing 
space. HIMALAYAN CUBE consists of a ‘portable’ Salis technique, which 
can be placed in a room for the salt treatment and it is surrounded with 
natural and precious Himalayan salt bricks, enlightened by Led lights 
which create a relaxing and peaceful atmosphere. The built-in music 
and aromas diffuser functions, will make the stay of the customers 
even more pleasant and enjoyable. HIMALAYAN CUBE may create 
an emotional and unique atmosphere in relaxing open areas, with 
its aroma diffuser function, combined with music therapy and chromo-
therapy. Thanks to all its wellness-functions and the easy and simple 
way to place it, it will be an essential and precious piece of furniture 
that can be combined with our Himalayan salt walls to enrich your spa.
The benefits of halotherapy
Halotherapy is a totally natural method based on the nebulization of 
micro particles of crystalline salt, which reproduces the sea environment 
conditions, typically present on beaches. The antibacterial and anti- 
inflammatory action of these saline micro particles boosts the immune 
system and eliminates muscle tension, stress and prevent the formation 
of spots, pimples and blackheads. Furthermore, the steam enriches the 
skin with iodine, a substance that accelerates the metabolism and helps 
natural weight loss.
Just a touch
The simple, user-friendly control panel means it is possible to set the 
desired characteristics of the environment: room temperature and 
humidity level can be adjusted with a touch and set at the degree and 
time at disposal. Music, chromotherapy and aromas, complete this 
fantastic wellness offer and can be controlled from the display by the 
operator or by the customer.
Design solutions
By combining HIMALAYAN CUBE with Himalayan salt wall or with Salis 
salt cabin by ISO Benessere, you will create an harmonious and designed 
space of great effect.

Haloterapy
More commonly known as salt therapy, is a totally natural 
method based on the nebulization of micro particles of 
crystalline salt, which reproduces the sea environment 
conditions, typically present on beaches. The antibacterial 
and anti-inflammatory action of these saline micro particles 
boosts the immune system and eliminates muscle tension 
and stress.
SALIS advantages
First of all, it can be used by people of all ages - even children 
- there are no contraindications. The micro particles sprayed
into the grotto penetrate the skin and enrich it with mineral
salts and trace elements that make it stronger, also exercising
a bacterial action that hinders the formation of spots, pimples
and blackheads.
SALIS, the salt room tailor-made for every centre.
It is important to specify that the SALIS salt room consists in a
series of modular components and can therefore, be created of
the size desired by the client depending on the space available.
Its self-supporting structure can be installed anywhere. The
simple, user-friendly control panel means it is possible to
program the desired characteristics of the environment: the
temperature and humidity levels can be adjusted at a touch.
Music, chromotherapy and aromas complete this fantastic
wellness offer, destined to become a key appointment for even
the most demanding users.
The specific characteristics of SALIS
• Easy to install and without the need to carry out any work in
loco; it is thus possible to eliminate the problem of corrosive
residues on metal structures, inevitable when the salt, in the
bricks or spray, are processed in loco.
• Easy to maintain (there’s no flooring to the salt and the walls
are easy to remove for inspection and maintenance).
• Easy to clean.
• Adjustment of the vaporizer using the electronic card to
personalize music therapy cycles, concentration of salt spray,
chromotherapy and aromas.
• Easy to customize (painting of the supporting structure,
which is white in).
• No connections required, thus making it easy to move.
• Does not require an operator. Extremely low running costs,
low energy consumption and high earning power.

Halotherapy and Chromotherapy
Designed for highly-effective wellness sessions and maximum 
relaxation, the wall of salt offers the important benefits 
of halotherapy combined with chromotherapy. The pure 
Himalayan salt of its bricks neutralizes electromagnetic 
frequencies and charges the water molecules in the room 
with positive energy, providing beneficial effects against 
nervous tension, insomnia, difficulties in concentration and 
free radicals. The rows of light behind the columns of bricks, 
created using an RGB LED lighting system - for an overall 
power of approximately 80W - are remote controlled, making 
it easier to monitor the chromotherapy programs.
Powered chromotherapy
If the wall of salt is activated in conjunction with an ISO Ben-
essere bed, an optional adaptor makes it possible to match 
the colors of the bed to those of the light wall, powering the 
beneficial effects of chromotherapy and creating a charming 
habitat.
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DAISY & IRISLAELIA

Lenght: 119 cm - Height: 82 cm 
Width: 50 cm - Weight 50 kg

Lenght: 80 cm - Height: 100 cm 
Depth: 10 cm - Weight: 30 kg about

Height: 140 cm - Width: 64 cm

Confortable and elegant SPA pedicure armchair with 
high-quality PU upholstery. It is equipped with 2 motors that 
control the inclination of the backrest and the back and forth 
stroke of the seat.
Mechanical and air-pressure massage system are integrated 
to offer comfort and relax to the customer.
Pedispa integrates a padding footrest which is adjustable in 
height by means of a simple system so as to ensure that both 
the professional and the patient have the maximum comfort. 
The seat also offer a basin with whirlpool mechanism and an 
extensible shower.
Both armrests include an interior housing with a removable 
manicure bowl. One of the armrests also counts on a space 
conceived for storing the armchair remote control.
LAELIA is also equipped with MP3 music player with USB and 
SD card connector.

  

NEBULA

Lenght: 212 cm - Height: 74 cm 
Width: 92 cm 

Weight: from 250 kg (550 lb) to 300 kg (661 lb) 

DAISY is the manicure table with a compact and versatile 
able to comlete every manicure zone. It has a pleasant and 
functional structure able to give clients a comfortable seat 
and to operator a wide space to work despite of its compact 
dimensions.
DAISY is safe, thanks to its cable management system able to 
avoid any kind of envelope and to its advanced air filtration 
system incorporating Hepa and Carbon filters.
These filters are a security warranty. They are installed, 
checked and tested by experts in order to satisfy all the safety 
standards required. To complete this table, a service storage 
with lock to place equipment in total safety and two glass 
shelves to displaying nail polish.
With elegant, sophisticated and smoothed lines, Iris is the 
counter with a great emotional impact.
Its white color, the glass shelves and the backlight panel will let 
nail polish colors stand out for a great fascinating and attractive 
effect.
The backlight panel has a chromotherapy advanced system 
able to create light and color effects that can be chosen by the 
operator thanks to a remote control in order to create a room 
filled with light and colors. Combined with DAISY, IRIS creates 
a great emotional impact, elegant and carefully detailed 
manicure area.

Nebula is the perfect bed for water treatments: its wearable 
shower allows you to combine the skills of the operator with 
the pleasure and benefits of water massage.

The temperature of the water during the massage is easily 
adjustable by the operator and the intensity of the jets offers 
different options, too. Realized with waterproof materials, 
suitable also for thermal water: the structure and base are 
made of steel, while the anatomic heated support surface is 
made of polyurethane covered with resin. The water used 
for the treatment is channeled and collected in the drain set 
under Nebula.

A powerful chrome lighting system creates a sequence of 
colors both on the user and all around in the environment. A 
thermostatic mixer and a hand shower with built-in tap, always 
available, allow to easily clean the top as well as to rinse the 
customers at the end of the treatments.
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BELLA L BELLA V BELLA CARE

*depending on optional – Overall dimension sheets, further images and features available on www.isobenessere.com

Depth: 122 cm - Height: 165 cm
Width: 216 cm - Weight: 3000 kg (standard version)

Height: 240 cm - Width: 116 cm closed, 158 cm open 
Weight: 340 kg

Height: 169 cm - Depth: 151 cm
Width: 112 cm - Weight (standard version): 230 Kg

BELLA L. Forever young with photo-biostimulation
BELLA L is the new apparatus by ISO Italia for photobiostimula-
tion, an innovative technology that gives you a youthful skin all 
over the body. After 35-40 years your skin starts ageing, horny 
layer of epidermis gets thicker (outer layer of skin), while the 
epidermis gets thinner and thinner. It happens because the 
collagen function of support gradually fades. Result: a partial 
tissue collapse Skin becomes less tonic and compact ultimately 
resulting in the formation of wrinkles. Collagen is the most 
important structural protein among our body’s support 
structures. Collagen is produced by fibroblasts, fundamental 
cells of connective tissue, which is also located among various 
skin’s cells making a supporting net for the skin. The photobio-
stimulation uses light to activate the collagen synthesis with 
the consequent an anti-ageing effect on skin. It is an absolute 
natural process, based on the fact that our body’s cells 
(included skin),contain light absorbent receptors. Depending 
on the absorbed light wave length, there are different specific 
mechanisms of biological feedbacks, just like the ones you 
find in plants during the chlorophylls photosynthesis. Many 
scientific studies demonstrate that a selective light at 633nm 
stimulates a development of cells activity and consequently an 
increase of collagen production. Perfect result with an natural 
process. That’s the beginning of the photorejuvenation.
Technical characteristics BELLA L
• Anti-glare liquid-crystal display
• Button to select one of 4 exposure times according to skin
phototype • Digital timer and unit counter and mechanical
timer
• Electronic variation control of airflow to face and body
• Emergency button
• Hot air expulsion
• Optional: Stereo radio with speakers and headphones with
MP3 player.

BELLA V is the standing machine for photobiostimulation.
BELLA V is the new ISO ITALIA GROUP equipment for photoreju-
venation that allows you to have a youthful and toned skin. 
BELLA V is equipped with 50 collagen activators lamps emitting 
selective light at 633nm.
It has an essential design with open styling, to avoid unpleasant 
sensation of claustrophobia, customized with a very original 
graphics, low power consumptions, easily accessible control 
console and a wide Anti-glare LCD. BELLA V is the best answer 
to the most various beauty centres demands.
How BELLA V works
The photobiostimulation uses light to activate the collagen syn-
thesis with the consequent effect of anti-ageing on skin. It’s an 
absolute natural process, based on the fact that our body’s cells 
(included skin), contain light absorbent receptors. Depending 
on the absorbed light wave length there are different specific 
mechanisms of biological feedbacks, just like the ones you 
find in plants during the chlorophylls photosynthesis. Many 
scientific studies demonstrate that a selective light at 633nm 
stimulates a development of cells activity and consequently 
an increase of collagen production. Therefore, the skin is 
nourished, smoother, younger and more toned. Perfect.
Programs
Bella has specific programs for: • Cellulitis
• Slimming
• Toning
• Tanning
• Photobiostimulation
Stereo Radio (optional) to top it all, a very pleasant and
effective session with astonishing beauty results.

BELLA CARE photobiostimulation for face and décolleté
BELLA CARE is the new unit by I.SO Italia for photobiostimula-
tion. BELLA CARE is easy to set and use, it has a comfortable 
seat, and gives to customer a beautiful experience of rejuvenat-
ing light. The powerful lamps emitting light at 633nm stimulates 
the collagen. The photobiostimulation uses light to activate the 
collagen synthesis with the consequent an anti- ageing effect 
on skin. It is an absolute natural process, based on the fact 
that our body’s cells (included skin),contain light absorbent 
receptors. Depending on the absorbed light wave length, there 
are different specific mechanisms of biological feedbacks. Many 
scientific studies demonstrate that a selective light at 633nm 
stimulates a development of cells activity and consequently an 
increase of collagen production. Perfect result with an natural 
process. That’s the beginning of the photo-rejuvenation.
A younger face
Equipped with 4 high power lamps, activator of collagen, 
these lamps emits a selective light at 633nm, BELLA CARE is 
for the photobiostimulation for face and décolleté. Thanks to 
the essential design with open styling, that avoids unpleasant 
sensation of claustrophobia, low power consumptions, easily 
accessible control console, wide anti-glare LCD, BELLA CARE is 
the best answer to the most various beauty centers demands. 
In addition to all that, the stereo radio and aroma diffuser - as 
optional - offers a pleasant and effective session for an ever 
younger face.
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Wellfit Club | Bab Ezzouar, Algeria, Algeria
Cryo Spa, Australia, Sidney
Gazelli House, Azerbaijan, Baku
Domaine des Haute Fagnes, Belgio, Ovifat
Therma Village Spa & Sport, Bulgaria, Kranevo
Fayez Spa, Canada, Ontario
Day Spa, Cile, Santiago
Le Comptoir Du Soin, Francia, Parigi
SALIS Munchen, Germania, Monaco
Villa Spa Wellness, Germania, Dortmund
Mikisia_Ginza, Giappone, Tokyo
RBN, Giappone, Osaka
BRC Day Spa, USA, New Jersey
Mohegan Sun , Usa , CT
Salt of Palmar Hotel, Palmar, Mauritius

Grand Hyatt, India, Gurgaon
Bliss Beauty Center & Spa, Macedonia, Tetovo
Monverde Wine Experience Hotel, Portogallo, Amarante
Doha Oasic, Qatar, Doha
Le Mirage spa, Qatar, Doha
Golden Mile Club, Russia, Mosca
Amore La Vita, Russia, Krasnodar
Spambient Beauty Center, Slovenia, Celje
KATA ROCKS Hotel, Thailandia, Phuket
Gymmax 2, Ucraina, Kiev
Alive Health Spa Resort, Uruguay, Punta Ballena
Reyaash Gents Saloon, UAE, Sharjah
Reesh Flamingo, UAE, Sharjah
Splendida beauty salon e spa, UAE, Dubai

Worldwide

Reference    ISO BENESSERE Worldwide 

Hotel Adler Thermae , S. Quirico D’Orcia
Villa dei Cedri, Colà di Lazise
Hotel Oberosler, Madonna di Campiglio
Masseria Lucia Giovanni Lecce
Masseria Muzza, Otranto
Barone Liberty, Gallipoli
Hotel Parco dei Principi, Torre S. Giovanni
Hotel Victoria,  Gallipoli
Acaya Golf Hotel,  Acaya
Grand Hotel Tiziano e dei Congressi,  Lecce
Masseria San Domenico,  Savelletri-Fasano
Masseria Santa Lucia, Ostuni
Best Western Hotel dei Cavalieri, Barletta
Chianciano Terme -Chianciano

Hotel Covo dei Saraceni, Polignano a Mare
Relais dei Normanni, Monte Sant’Angelo
Hotel Biffy, Italy, Ariano Irpino
Hilton Garden Inn, Matera
Color Hotel, Italy,  Bardolino
Residence Casanova,  Siena
Hotel Adler Thermae, Italy, S. Quirico D’Orcia
Villa dei Cedri, Italy, Colà di Lasize 
Hotel Oberosler, Italy, Madonna di Campiglio
Hotel President, Italy, Abano Terme
Hotel Carlos  V * * * * *, Italy, Alghero
Grand Hotel La Chiusa, Chietri di Alberobello
Hotel Aurora Terme Abano
Hotel Quisisana - Abano Terme

IN ITALY



ITALIAN SPA BEAUTY AND TANNING EQUIPMENT
ISO Italia Group Srl
Via G. Di Vittorio, 30 - 30029 San Stino di Livenza (VE) Italy
Tel. +39 0421 311700 - contact@isoitalia.com - www.isobenessere.com 
Follow us Facebook, YouTube, Linkedin, Google +, Pinterest, Instagram 




